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Asteroidbots is an NFT collectibles project on WAX blockchain.
 

Collection contains various unique bots, asteroids, crystals and
other NFT cards as elements of Asteroidbot Metaverse.

Our main goal is gamification of our NFTs using blending and
mining/staking mechanics of WAX blockchain and it's dApp's.

 
We want to expand the Asteroidbots Metaverse by releasing

new generation Asteroidbots and their uses with every update.

Asteroidbots team is actively working with continuous updates so
that all NFTs in our collection have a use and value.

Finally, after creating all the system and gamification mechanics,
our aim is the establishing of Asteroidbots own unique platform

and to carry out all operations from there. 
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Botsidia is an asteroid belt located in the far corner of the universe.
Botsidia hosts lots of populations of asteroidbots whose only motivation is to

mine, gather resources and explore the other parts of the universe.

Every asteroid has different kinds of resources and mines on them.
 These resources carry energies that asteroidbots use as a life source.

Asteroids can be used to upgrade asteroidbots.

Crystals are unique minerals that every asteroid has on it.
 They are unique not only in physical properties but also in the type of

 the energy they carry.
 Crystals can be used to upgrade asteroidbots.

metaverse

Botsidia

Asteroıds

Asteroıdbots

Crystals

There are three main planets at Botsidia.
These planets are the main places where life and 

mining operations are most concentrated.

planets

alpha - beta - omega

Every planet has their own unique atmosphere and physical features.
Therefore, each type of bot (red,blue,purple) conducts 

mining operations on different planets.
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Asteroidbots are shaped with the energie of their own unique asteroids.
 They collect and use the crystals to evolve as a population.

Their goal is to be the first ones that build a spaceship and take
 their expansion to beyond their universe.

 ( Max supply of every generation Asteroidbots will be 1000,
 there will be only 1000 of each unique asteroidbot ever,

 this supply will not be changed for future drops )

These powerful machines, powered by crystals, are very important
for asteroidbots to run their mining operations. 
There are various levels of mining in Botsidia.

 Each tool is specially designed for mining only in
 certain areas of every planet.

Asteroıdbots

Every asteroidbots dream to discover, mainly depends on these vehicles.
 It takes many decades of work and dedication to become capable

 enough to build these ships.
Spaceships are in a crucial position for the asteroidbots
to discover new resources and find incredible artifacts.

Mining Tools

 

Fragments, extracts and tool parts are mostly used to build these tools.
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The flexibility of the WAX blockchain allows anyone to 
combine NFTs together into a different NFT.

 NFTs can be blended together into a more rare or unique NFT.
 Once an NFT is used to create a blend,
 the NFT is burned and not usable again.

Asteroidbots uses this same system to upgrade bots and 
some other elements of metaverse.

You can see the example blends below.

Blending & Upgrade
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mining operations

asteroidbots

Asteroidbots initial Mining Operations will start with
 daily/hourly Mining Chest claims.

 
This system works on the quality and  number of Asteroidbots

 assets in the account.
 You need to HOLD Asteroidbots NFTs to participate in Mining Operations.

These operations may require more complex requirements
 when we migrate it to our own platform.

To claim daily / hourly mining chests, you must have a mining license,
 asteroidbot and mining tools required to mine / claim.

Each mining tool has a certain cooldown.
These times vary according to the tier of the tool,

the level it works on and the bot that uses it.

( See information on how bots/tools work on page 6. )
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mining license

This license allows you to use Asteroidbots
Mining Operations and is defined 
as your unique Miner ID.

This license will be an NTT and you cannot trade
or transfer it.

How to obtain a Mining License ?

Anyone with a role of Meteorite or higher on
our Discord server can request this license.

* License requirements may change over time.



how mining works 

To use the daily/hourly mining claims, you need an asteroidbot 
and a mining tool. ( +license )

Only uncommon - rare - epic rarity asteroidbots can
operate mining tools for now.

GEN-01 REDARK
GEN-02      ?
GEN-03      ?

GEN-01 FROGO
GEN-02      ?
GEN-03      ?

GEN-01 GOLDIE
GEN-02      ?
GEN-03      ?

planets / bots

tıer

2 shredderrare goldie

level

 2 uncommon

Example Mining
Combination

This combination of bot + tool can mine 
at level-02 mining area and can claim the
level-02 mining chest on planet
Omega ( purple ). 

When setting up your mining operation, remember that asteroidbots
 can only work on the planet they are suitable for.
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   beta alpha 
    red

omega

planets / MINE LEVELS 

level

01

level

level

02

03

level

01

level

level

02

03

level

01

level

level

02

03

  blue

purple
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mınıng tools

TOOL tiers / mine levels

tier

3 crusher

level

01 low

tıer

2 shredder

level

02 medium

tıer

 1 hunter

level

03 high

level

01

level

02

level

03

low

high

medium

   hardness levels / tools / bots

uncommon
asteroidbots

This is changed for first generation
only rare bots can use
crusher till next update.

asteroidbots

asteroidbots

rare

epic

shredder

hunter

crusher
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TOOLs tıers  / mıne levels

tier

tool
tiers

mıne
 levels

t3

tıer

tıer

t2

t1

level

01

level

level

02

03

* Only one type of bot on every generation 
  can mine on each planet.

low

medium

high

GEN-01 REDARK
GEN-02      ?
GEN-03      ?

GEN-01 FROGO

GEN-01 GOLDIE

GEN-02      ?
GEN-03      ?

GEN-02      ?
GEN-03      ?

planets / botsscale of mine hardness

* This scale shows the mineral hardness and 
   which tools can work on what levels.
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mining tool parts

part tıers

fuser

tıer

3
scrap metal

wire

wirescrap metal

tıer

2

chip

fuser

chip

tıer

1
programmer

toolbox

programmer toolbox

10

energy core

REdoıd
extract

froid
extract

goldoıd
extract



mınıng tool recipes

tier

3 crusher

wirescrap metal chip

energy core

fuser

wirescrap metal chip

energy core
tıer

2 shredder

programmer toolboxfuser

wirescrap metal chip

energy core

tıer

 1 hunter

x6

x6 x3 x3

x6 x3

x3

x6x12 x6

x6 x3 x3
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  mining chests / drop table

level

 1
common

fragments

wire

scrap metal

chip

fuser energy core

fragments

wire

scrap metal

chip

fuser programmer

toolbox

fragments

wire

scrap metal

chip

level

01

level

02

level

03
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* Drop % will be announced before mining starts.

level

 3 rarelevel

 2 uncommon

energy core
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refıned - combined parts

tıer

3

refined materials

Hyper Processor

Multi Programmer

tıer

2
Hyper
Processor

refined
materials

chip

tıer

1

toolbox

scrap metal

x10

fuser

x10 x10

programmer

x10 x10

wire

x10

Multi
Programmer

Combined, refined parts will be made with a special tool and
 will be used in spaceship building in future.

Spaceships and new tool will be released with
 the upcoming update and details will be added.

second layer craftıng
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Released NFTS

Asteroıdbots

asteroids

common - uncommon - rare - epic

astrogoldie - astroredark - astrofrogo

goldoid - redoid - froid

crusher - shredder - Hunter

crytstals

mınıng tools

generation - 01

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/schema/asteroidbots/asteroidbots

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/schema/asteroidbots/asteroids

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/schema/asteroidbots/crystals

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/schema/asteroidbots/tools

parts

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/schema/asteroidbots/parts
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badges

goldoid - redoid - froid

early supporter badge - mining lincense

supporter packs - asteroidbots

hyper P. - Multi P. - refined m.

packs

extracts

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/schema/asteroidbots/extracts

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/schema/asteroidbots/badges

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/schema/asteroidbots/packs

promo

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/schema/asteroidbots/promo

layer 2 parts

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/schema/asteroidbots/parts

* This paper is not in it’s final form yet, it will be updated in time.

Please note that all information presented in this document is subject to change.
There will be necessary balance adjustments and updates over time.

Asteroidbots reserves the right to make changes to this document.

Disclaimer

ASTEROIDBOTS


